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Hanseatic twilight? Lübeck’s shipping networks in the latter half of the 18th century
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Abstract
Since the late 16th century, shipping in the Baltic Sea region experienced profound changes. The rising maritime powers, the Dutch Republic and Great Britain penetrated the area and the old Hanseatic masters seem to have been reduced a passive role. Important aspects of these changes are illuminated by the Sound Toll records but, in contrast, archival sources of intra-Baltic shipping are so fragmentary and imperfect that, we don’t know how much the traditional Baltic shipping was affected. Fortunately, there are printed sources, newspapers which also published local shipping news, which may shed light on intra-Baltic shipping. One such paper was the Lübeckische Anzeigen, in which lists of shipping movements in the city’s port since the early 1750s be found. As Lübeck was still overwhelmingly oriented to the Baltic, this source can open a view which differs strongly from the picture painted by the Sound Toll Registers.
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From trade to war: The participation of the merchant fleet of Hydra in the formation of the Greek Navy during the Greek Revolution of 1821. Financial and operation costs.

MINAS ANTYPAS (University of Crete/School of Philosophy - Department of History and Archaeology)

Abstract
It is well known that the great development of the Greek-owned merchant fleet took place since the second half of the 18th century and culminated during the period of the Napoleonic Wars. Taking advantage of the continental blockade and the withdrawal of European merchant ships, the Ottoman Greeks’ merchant fleet emerged as one of the most dynamic carriers of the eastern Mediterranean. During this period the fleet of island of Hydra in the Aegean Sea excelled. On the eve of the Greek Revolution of 1821 Hydra had a remarkable merchant fleet of about 120 ships, which was owned by a group of powerful ship-owners who were, usually, the ruling «heads» of the island.

When Hydra entered the Revolution many things had to be taken under consideration. The very operation of the ships that would constitute the revolutionary Navy would burden especially the ship-owners. Ships had to be constantly on the move to confront the Ottoman Navy. It was also necessary to ensure the flow of supplies and especially the payment of the crews. Ship-owners still had to support a series of complementary activities such as the operation of the fire-ships and a «smaller» supply fleet.

These topics concern this presentation. Based on documents from the island’s archives and the Greek General State Archives I will try to examine the ship-owners’ strategies for the fleet’s finance and operation. Behind their constant pressure on the Provisionary Greek Government to finance the Navy, laid their goal to obtain Government’s revenues. They also had to deal with the defection of sailors who, when their monthly payment was delayed, resorted to piracy and privateering. Through my presentation I will, also, try to show that the participation of the Hydriot vessels in the Greek Navy was not only for profit. Hydriot ship-owners sought, through their involvement in the war, to strengthen their position among the revolutionaries, with an eye towards the future administration of the new Greek state.
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A remarkable survivor-100 Years of Graig Shipping plc of Cardiff, 1919-2019 (?)
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Abstract
Craig Shipping plc, one of Cardiff’s two remaining shipping companies, celebrated its centenary in November 2019. Founded as a typical tramping concern in the ‘coal out, grain in’ trades, it acquired its first motor ships in the early 1950s, and was the first Cardiff firm to acquire bulk carriers in the 1960s and has more recently been involved in the supervision of vessel construction for third parties in Chinese shipyards, as well as continuing to operate and manage bulk carriers. Over the century, the descendants of the principal founder, Idwal Williams, have also consolidated their hold on the company, changing from a joint-stock limited liability enterprise to a private company wholly owned by the family.
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